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INTRODUCTION
It seems easy enough: Slash your price by a penny or two, win the Buy
Box, and the majority of sales go straight to you. But the plan backfires
when another seller adopts the same strategy, and you both continue
to reduce prices until any profits—if at all—are minimal.
Without intending to, you have entered a price war, and everybody loses.
Price wars are not new, but their intensity and speed are. While
merchants have often resorted to lowering their prices in order
to draw business away from competitors, today’s online sellers
can change prices with the click of a mouse or by using automatic
repricers. As a result, the pre-internet price wars that once played
out over weeks can now take place online within minutes. During that
short period of time, prices can drop dramatically.
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Feedvisor explored this phenomenon during an extensive study that
tracked about 10 million Amazon products over about 10 months.
Using big data, we were able to identify over 60,000 price wars per
day. Our research revealed a number of patterns and offered insights
into understanding price wars, as well as possible strategies for how
best to deal with them.
We trust that this information will be valuable to you as you continue
to grow your online business.

Eyal Lanxner
Chief Technology Officer, Feedvisor
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Here are some examples of different types of price wars:

WHAT IS A PRICE WAR
ON AMAZON?

PRICE

Example 1: One-Day Price War, High Impact
In this example, two sellers gradually drop their prices in the beginning,
and then at a more rapid pace. By the end of 24 hours, the price has
dropped by 24%.
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A price war, as defined by Merriam-Webster, is “commercial competition
characterized by the repeated cutting of prices below those
of competitors.” To put it simply, a price war occurs when competitors,
in an effort to win sales, repeatedly slash their prices so that they can
offer the least expensive deal.
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Example 2: Short Price War, Low Impact
In this example, we see a price war where Seller A drops the price, and
Seller B follows. This particular price war only lasts for 17 minutes, and
the price ultimately drops just .02%.

PRICE

On Amazon, a price war often begins because sellers believe that
cutting prices will allow them to win the Buy Box, and thus garner
more sales.
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PRICE

Example 3: Multiple Competitors, Multiple Methods
In this case, we see three competitors vying for the same ASIN. Sellers
A and B closely follow each other, as Seller C continues to set prices
above the two competitors while still being mindful of how much the
price is dropping. We can see that Seller C is clearly involved in the
price war, although his strategy is quite different.
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PRICE WARS DUR ATION (HOURS)

5.35%

3.47%

9.50%

29.82%

1-2 hours
3-4 hours
5-6 hours

16.15%

AMAZON PRICE WAR
STATISTICS
Feedvisor’s study revealed several important facts about price wars.
Price wars are brief. Our extensive research of thousands of price
wars determined conclusively that most typically occur over a very
short period of time. In fact, the vast majority of price wars lasted
no more than six hours.
The majority of price war players offer quick shipping. Although
only one-fifth of all Amazon products offer one-day shipping, 60%
of products involved in price wars offered one-day shipping. Products
with two-day shipping comprised just over 16% of products within
price wars, compared to 27% of all Amazon products.
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7-8 hours
9-10 hours
26.44%

11-12 hours

Price wars can take place at any time. Season, day, and hour had
absolutely no effect on when price wars took place.
Price wars can have significant impact. Although price wars were
identified in only about 2% of products, their effect on market gross
merchandise volume is substantially higher.
Price wars are usually waged by two competitors. Occasionally,
however, three sellers participate. Price wars with more than three
competitors involved are rather rare.
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NUMBER OF COMPETITORS IN PRICE WARS
91.62%

7.97%

0.38%

0.02%

NUMBER OF COMPETITORS

A significant percentage of price war players use FBA. While only
about a quarter of all products are Fulfilled By Amazon; in price wars,
over half are products that are FBA.
PERCENTAGE OF FBA AND FBM PRODUCTS

PRODUC T
POPUL ATION
PRICE WARS
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In order to manage price wars on Amazon, merchants today must rely
on automatic repricers. That’s because in today’s intense online arena,
it’s impossible for sellers to manually monitor and reprice numerous
products at all hours of the day. Advanced repricers make decisions
based on data, not instinct, so an effective automatic repricer can help
sellers find the optimal way to manage a price war, as well as avoid
unjustified ones.
There are two types of automatic repricers:

WHY DO PRICE WARS
HAPPEN?

Rule-based repricing looks at competitors’ prices for each product,
and adjusts the seller’s price based on a set of predefined rules. For
example, rules can be set to match the lowest price on the market,
beat the lowest price by a certain dollar amount, or be in the lowest
20% of all prices.

Amazon price wars are usually caused by predefined repricing
rules. It’s important to understand that since most price-changing
on Amazon involves automation, products are repriced according
to the rules set for the repricer. In other words, price wars can occur
if two sellers have repricers that are programmed to always set the
price below competitors until they hit rock bottom.

Although rule-based repricing is quicker and easier than manual
repricing, the rules need to constantly be managed to ensure that
they deliver the best possible performance in various marketplace
situations. In addition, rule-based repricers are unable to continuously
find the pricing point that maximizes profit, which may frequently
change over time.

This also explains why there’s no seasonality to price wars. They can
occur at any time, and on any day of the year, because they are being
waged by automatic pricing rules.

Algorithmic repricing uses computer algorithms to determine the
best possible price based on all known market conditions. Unlike
rule-based repricing, algorithmic repricing monitors variables used
to determine who wins the Buy Box, and sets a price that gives the
optimal balance of Buy Box share and profit margin for each individual
product. This fully-automated method has been proven to deliver the
highest rate of return to sellers with the least amount of effort.

It’s also possible that there’s a significant percentage of FBA products
engaged in price wars because sellers sometimes must liquidate
inventory in order to avoid Amazon’s expensive storage fees. To quickly
move inventory, a seller may cut prices significantly, which can prompt
a competing seller’s repricer to do the same.
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PRICE

Sellers 7 and 8 are
engaged in a price war

9:00

HOW TO MANAGE
PRICE WARS
Here are some strategies which are often applied by algorithmic
repricers to better manage price wars:
Learn the arena. The first step is to understand that you are not
competing against all the sellers; frequently, it’s just one.
In the diagram to the right, for example, seven merchants are selling the
same product, yet only two are actually competing against each other.
In all likelihood, these two sellers are vying for and winning the Buy Box.
Determining who are your competitors can help you figure out the
realistic share of the Buy Box that you can obtain. This is known as the
equilibrium mode, and it’s an important reference point for setting your
sales goals.
Know your competitors. To win a price war, it’s important
to understand the following about your competitors:
© Feedvisor 2017 – The Algo-Commerce Company
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1. What is their repricing method? Knowing how your competitors
set their prices can help you optimize your behavior accordingly.
For example, if you know that your competitor has a high fixed
price, then you can increase your price to almost as high as your
competitor and win the Buy Box.
2. How low can they go? Knowing the estimated floor price of your
competitors means that you can price your merchandise a little
lower in order to dominate the Buy Box.
3. Are they a match for your competitive edge? Understand
the competitive edge you have over your competitors, and
consequently, how much higher you can price the product and
still acquire the desired Buy Box share.
Be a leader, not a follower. One important strategy is to initiate
“reverse price wars,” where a seller increases prices and competitors
follow. To minimize risk, sellers should preferably employ this tactic
during non-peak hours.
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Surprisingly, about a third of all price wars seen in the study were
reverse price wars, indicating that this method is definitely worth a try.
PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCTS ENGAGED
IN PRICE WARS AND REVERSE PRICE WARS

32%
Price wars
Reverse price wars
68%
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Our study tracked changes in Buy Box prices over a year, and found that the number of changes
increased over time. In 2015, the average percentage of changes in Buy Box prices was about
7.5%. By the end of the year, that rate grew to 9%.
We can conclude from this that over time, the Amazon Marketplace is becoming more and more
dynamic, and thus the frequency of price wars will continue to increase as well. Feedvisor will
continue to explore and monitor this modern phenomenon, and will share information with
sellers as it develops over time.
With the help of algorithmic repricers, Amazon merchants are arming themselves well for online
battle. Using strategies to maintain profit margin and avoid unnecessary conflict, sellers can face
price wars with confidence, knowing that they can succeed in optimizing sales and growth, even
in such a dynamic and competitive arena.

Feedvisor can help win your price wars

Tell me how

